POW! Stick
This document describes how to use the
FrightProps POW! Stick.

WWW.FRIGHTPROPS.COM

.

FrightProps, LLC has no control over the use of any product and therefore expects the user to exercise good judgment as to the
proper selection, installation, use and maintenance of any product. FrightProps, LLC assumes no responsibility for damage or injury
of any kind due to misuse or improper application in any way by any person.

SHOCK HAZARD!
KEEP AWAY FROM WATER AND WET LOCATIONS

POSSIBLE FIRE HAZARD!
KEEP AWAY FROM COMBUSTIBLE MATERIAL, FLAMABLE GASSES AND LIQUIDS
WARNING!
The warnings, precautions, and instructions discussed in these instructions cannot cover all
possible conditions and situations that may occur. It must be understood by the operator that
common sense and caution are factors which cannot be built into this product, but must be supplied
by the operator.





KEEP CHILDREN AWAY FROM THIS PRODUCT. DO NOT ALLOW THEM TO
PLAY WITH OR AROUND THIS PRODUCT.
NEVER POINT DIRECTLY AT PEOPLE.
EXTREMELY LOUD DECIBLE OUTPUT! USE HEARING PROTECTION.
THIS IS A DELICATE DEVICE, HANDLE WITH CARE. DO NOT DROP OR
STRIKE.

USING THE POW! STICK


Plug provided AC cable into an outlet. Red button on side of stick will activate.



When unplugged there will be 1 charge left in the stick. Be sure to press the button to
discharge before storage.
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OPTIONAL PORT-A-PACK

The battery charger is located in the front pocket. You
can remove it and store it elsewhere to reduce weight.

The large center pocket contains the battery and power
inverter. Always make sure that the battery is in the
upright position!

Battery charger and power invertor documents are
located in the back pocket. Please read for important
information and warnings.
USING THE PORT-A-PACK
1.

Plug the power inverter wires into battery. Be
sure to unplug wires from battery when not in
use!

2.

Plug POW! Stick into one of the AC sockets on
the power inverter.

3.

Turn inverter powe switch on.

POW! Stick is now active and ready!

CHARGING THE PORT-A-PACK

The battery charger is located in the front pocket.
Remove it.

If the powet inverter is plugged into the battery then
unplug it. Plug the RED and BLACK battery charger
wires into the battery as shown. Plug the charger into an
AC wall socket.

A red light indicates the battery is charging, green
indicates it is fully charged.

Unplug the charger wires from the battery. If you will
be using the POW! Stick plug the power inverter wires
into battery. Be sure to unplug wires from battery when
not in use.

